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by the time the question of
opening the arctic national wild-
life refuge to oil development has

been resolved the village of
kaktovikKak tovik may have gone through

its entire cadre of adult leadership

several kaktovikKaktovik mayors have
traveled to washington in recent
years to tell their communitys side

of the ANWR story this is not a

reflection on political turnover in

kaktovikKaktovik but on the nagging com-

plexity of an issue that has dragged
antorontoron for years and years
kaktovikKak tovik let us run the show

sometimes the outline afpf9f
kaktoviks story is lost in the rhe-
torical crossfirecrossmirecrossfire of fiercely com-

petitivepeti tive national interest groups

the mainstream media is prone to
lumpjump the communitys position
with that of other inupiat organi-
zations who have joined forces
with the oil industry to try and open

the refuge to oil exploration

this year it has fallen to mayor
george tagarook to explain that
kaktovikKaktovik supports drilling for oil

in the refuge on one major condi-
tion thatnat condition is that the vil-

lage of about 250 be placed at the

helm of a regulatory structure to
ensure it will be done safely and
in conformance with traditional
inupiat knowledge of local re-

sources and conditions dating back

thousands ofyears kaktovikKaktovik situ-
ated on the beaufort sea coast east
of prudhoe bay is the only com-
munity actually located in the kcfrcfref-
uge

ANWR is not empty
this consensus position was

hammered out in kaktovikKaktovik several

years ago it was an arduous pro-
cess prompted in part by the pres-
sure to take a position on ANWR
and secure a more stable economic
future but also by other concerns
residents resented statements sug-

gesting that the refuge was an
empty wilderness devoid of human
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ANWR milestone nears
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activity in fact the area is dotted
with gravcsitcsgravcsites and camps and tra-
versed by a network of trails ac-

tively used by the inupiat today it
was and remains their home
having witnessed research teams
harassing wildlife they arearc skep-
tical about how well government
agencies will monitor industrial
development

residentsrcsidcnts of kaktovikKak tovik rely both
on the marine resources of the

beaufort sea including bowhcadbowhead
whales and the wildlife of the ref-
ugeuge including the porcupine cari-
bou herd for a large portion of
their livelihood

clinton vows a veto

with congress again set to vote

on the ANWR issue tagarook has

been in washington monitoring
developments and pressing

kaktoviks case that no one is bet-
ter suited to oversee drilling activi-

ties than those living adjacent to
the scene of industrial activity and
dependent on the resources put at
risk by that development although
president clinton has vowed to
veto any measure that would allow

drilling in the refuge tagarook
met with vice president al gore

among many others

what congress may do
while the timing is yet unclear

both the US I1houselouse and senate arearc

set to vote any day on measures
that would not only authorize but

require that the coastal plain of the

arctic refuge be opened for oil
exploration and development the
house version of the language is
said to be more strongly prodepro de

velopmentvclopment

the ANWR opening measure

will be part of a large bill devel-

oped to reduce the federal budget
deficit earlier this summer con-
gress voted to include funds ex-
pected to be raised from leasing
ANWR lands as part of the fed-
eral income that will help reduce
that deficit I1

after the language passes both
chambers differencesdiffercriceswill will have to
be worked out in a conference
committee

young cites environmental
protections

according to rep don young
the house ANWR language con-

tains several stipulations designed

to address environmental con-

cerns in a prepared statement
young said house language
would

require the secretary of inte-

rior to establish development rules

that would protect wildlife habi-

tat and subsistence uses in the ref-

uge

authorize the secretary to
close portions of the arctic coastal

plain on a seasonal basis to pro-
tect caribou calving grounds and

other wildlife considerations
authorize the secretary in

consultation with the state of
alaska and north slope borough
to place up to 30000 acres of the

coastal plain in protective status
and to develop guidelines for sit-

ing industrial activities to mini-
mize impacts

make 5 million available to
communities affected adversely by

ANWR development


